• Cocktails & Fingerfood •
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

18:00 - 01:00
18:00 - 01:00
18:00 - 01:00
18:00 - 01:00
18:00 - 03:00
18:00 - 03:00
Closed

*From Monday to Thursday our kitchen
is open until 12:00pm
Friday and Saturday until 2:00am.

Home made syrups

Did you know we make our own syrups?
Every little detail can make a huge
difference, this is why paying attention to the details is our first priority.
Zero20 is known by the locals for making its
own syrups. This may vary from a simple sugar syrup, to an apple cinnamon or a spicy
mango mixture. We are pride of ourselves
for reinventing and continuously experimenting with new flavors. The best new mixture
becomes the cocktail of the week.

Why home made syrups?
• This is to ensure that even classic
cocktails will be a new experience when
you pay us a visit.
• The fact that we make our own syrups
means that we are able to be innovative with
an ever changing menu.
• It might not sound that important but in a
cocktail with four ingredients it will make a
significant difference for your taste buds.
• Every Monday we have a new Cocktail
Of The Week, so you will have the chance
to taste something different with premium
ingredients.

Are you ready to try our cocktail
of the week?

Cocktail of the week
Cocktail of the week

€10,00

Every week our bartender creates a new
cocktail, most of the time its a creation of the
bartender him/herself.
Sometimes its a classic with a twist.
Zero20 uses the most prestigious ingredients, we do this so you are able to try
something you have never tasted before.
In other words this might be your only chance to get your hands on the unique concoction of the moment.

• Bartender recommends •
White chocolate pornstar

€13.50

This drink is absolutely stunning!
We know everybody loves Pornstar!
But this drink is way more, white chocolate
in a drink? WCP is a real orgasm in your
mouth. You just came…. To Zero20 right?
Welcome
Vodka

Passion fruit caiprinha

€11,50

A classic with a twist and our favorite fruit,
why? Because it’s Passion and it makes
everything better.Zero20 uses traditional
Brazilian Cachacha.
Rum

Zero20

€13,50

Our signature cocktail has a lot. It’s a very
unique taste which we guarantee you
haven’t tried before. The cocktail contains a
great balance of sweet, sour and nutty
elements. This cocktail is definitely a crowd
pleaser, so if you’re unsure on what to get,
this is the cocktail for you.
Rum-Amaretto-Crème de cassis

Pornstar

€13,50

This little star might be your favorite one.
A cocktail with both sweet and sour flavors.
If you like passion fruit you definitely have
to try this one. The Pornstar is pretty common to find at any cocktail bar, but here at
Zero20 we use a slightly different recipe
than the other places. Guess you have to try
it if you want to find out.
Vodka

Pińa Colada

€14,50

If you want to dream yourself away to an
tropical island, we recommend our Pina
Colada. This super creamy cocktail is at the
same time refreshing and fruity. The classic
piña colada contains 3 ingredients while
ours have 7. More is not always better but in
this case we believe it does,
you be the judge.
Rum-Coconut liquor

Solero cream

€13,50

Do you remember the Solero ice cream?
One of the few ice-creams capable of
making you enjoy your summer without
going on a holiday trip.

With this cocktail we have tried to capture
the fruity creaminess and your holiday desire
in one rocks-glass, did we succeed?
Galliano- liquor 43 - Butterscotch

Passion fruit mojito

€13,50

As you can see we work a lot with passion
fruit. It has a great ability to balance out a
number of flavors. So if you’re into mojito but
want to spice it up a bit you should go for
this one. A normal mojito is to boring right?
Rum

She Rocks everything

€16,00

A drink for the upper high class ladies
and gents. “This cocktail” is all Cîroc,
but to make this drink real spectacular we
use caramelized limes and a twist of apple
and strawberry.Cheers! there is always
something to celebrate!
Cîroc apple (vodka) – Strawberry liquor

Hally Berry

€15,00

If you are a Gin drinker, Try our very berry
Hally Berry, a drink with all the berry’s you
can imagine. Sweet, sour and strong
comes in a Tiki glass!
Gin - Strawberry liquor - Crème de cassis Butterscotch

Bubblegum

€12.50

This drink brings back all your child hood
memories. Its just like going to a candy
store, choose the best candy and turn it into
a drink. Sweet, amazing and addictive.
If you’re a lover of sweet drinks,
stop looking!
Liquor 43 (orochata)- Strawberry liquor

Ask the waiter/Bartender for
(more) classic cocktails.

• Tiki Cocktails •
Bahama Mama

€15,00

This Caribbean baby right here flew all the
way from Jamaica. We must confess this is a
strong one. The taste of coconut, Pineapple
and nuts makes the perfect combination.
Believe it our not, we use four different rums
in this sweetheart right here baby.
Dark rum – Over proof Rum – Kahlua –
Coconut liquor

Zombie

€15,00

If you want to go from zero to 20 real quick.
We advise you to choose our zombie, after
this drink you might feel like a zombie
yourself. This is a go to drink for the men,
but lately we see the women are taking
over. Who run the world ….?
White rum – Dark rum – Over proof rum –

Coconut liquor

Donkey Kong

€15,50

If you love banana’s this might be your drink.
This tropical cocktail was inspired by our
love for the jungle.
You can hardly taste the amount alcohol we
put in this drink. Don’t be mad if you already
feel tipsy after the first... We can a sure you
this drink has the most amount of alcohol
from all of our cocktails. With a swirl of vanilla and a good combination of bananas,
pineapple and strawberry’s you can drink
this one like it’s your favorite tropical juice.
Dark rum – White Rum – Strawberry liquor –
Banana Liquor

Mocktails (non alcoholic)
At zero20 we have some refreshing
non-alcoholic drinks that are delicious.
We use fresh fruits and our home
made syrups. Mocktails can give
you almost the same experience
as a cocktail.
Mocktail is for anyone who for some
reason doesn’t drink alcohol and still
wants to experience the different variations of flavors combinations.
Sweet Strawberry

€8,00

Zero20 virgin baby

€8,50

The virgin version of a strawberry daiquiri.
A perfect drink for the summer, but even
when the sun doesn’t shine, this drink will
make you feel just fine.

Us: A drink with many different fruits,..
You: Say no mo!

Fresh start

€9,50

Coco Colada

€9,50

White chocolate colada

€9.50

Fine Pine-apple

€8,50

When one door closes, another one opens.
What more can we say, are you not
entertained? Pineapple, ginger and mint,
for the ones who never give up.

For all the coconut lovers, this is pretty much
the same as a Pińa colada without alcohol.
This mocktail is served with fresh pineapple
pieces and coco flakes on top.

With our home made coconut syrup,
and pieces of coconut you already feel like
being on the beach zipping on a 5 star Pina
colada. Taste the white chocolate bar drops,
feel the white chocolate bar drops, be the
white chocolate bar drops, believe in the
white chocolate bar drops.
What would you to like order?

A combination of vanilla, passion fruit,
pineapple and caramel, makes you wonder
why you never thought of this mixture before.
We can’t get enough of this drink, do you
think you can handle this baby?

• Bread and fries •
French fries

€3,50

Bread

€4,00

Seasoned french fries

€4,95

Sweet potato fries

€6,95

With mayonaise.
With Aoli / Olive / Garlic.
With our homemade sauce.
With guacamole.

• Fingerfood •
Olives

€3,00

Vegi springrolls

€6,00

Spicy springrolls

€6,95

Cheesesticks

€6,95

Chicken nuggets

€6,95

With beef.

With chili sauce.
Made from 100% chicken filet (halal).

Tempura shrimps

With our homemade sambal mayo.

€11,95

• Deluxe bites •
Chicken yakitori

€7,95

Dutch bitterballs

€7,95

Hotwings

€6,95

Shrimp croquette

€8,95

Yakitori.

With mostard.

With chili sauce.
With spicy ketchup.

Big shrimps

With chimichuri.

€16,95

• Wine & Champagne •
Glass White wine dry
Bottle white wine dry

€5,50
€27,30

Glass White wine sweet
Bottle white wine sweet

€5,50
€27,30

Glass Red wine dry
Bottle red wine dry

€5,50
€27,30

Glass Red wine sweet
Bottle red wine sweet

€6,30
€32,00

Glass prosecco
Bottle Prosecco

€5,20
€27,30

Moet Chandon brut
Moet Chandon Rose
Moet Chandon Nectar

€85,00
€125,00
€125,00

Moet Chardonay ice

€130,00

With mint and strawberries.

• Alcohol & Liqours •
Beer Heinken
Corona
Ciroc
Grey Goose		
Vodka
Rum
Tequila
Southern Comfort
Amaretto
Sambuca
Malibu
Safari
Licour 43
Cointreau
Baileys

€3,00
€3,00
€7,00
€7,00
€5,50
€5,50
€5,50
€4,20
€4,20
€4,20
€4,20
€4,20
€4,20
€4,20
€4,20

• Cognac & Whiskey •
Red label
Jack Daniels
Hennessey
Remy Martin
Black label
Double black

€5,50
€5,50
€6,00
€7,00
€7,00
€9,00

• Shots •
Zero twenty shot

€5,50

Tequila kiss

€6,00

Kamikaze

€5,00

Chocolate Cake

€5,50

Cookie Dough

€5,50

Rum and our special ingredient.

Tequila with strawberry liquor.

Vodka, Tripple sec and lime juice.

Lemon, vodka, Frangellico,
with a sugar coated lemon wedge.

Baileys, Butterscotch, Kahlua.

• Cold drinks •
All cold (soft) drinks
Red bull

€2,80
€4.50

• Hot drinks •
Tea
Mint Tea
Ginger tea

€2,50
€3,50
€3,50

Hot chocolate

€3,50

Hot chocolate

€6,50

Hot white chocolate
Coffee
Espresso
Cappuccino
Cafe latte
Latte macchiato

€4,50
€2,50
€2,80
€3,00
€3,20
€5,50

With lemon.

With whip cream.
With baileys.

